"Clearing faults codes MANDATORY"*
- when working on emission systems, i.e. changing, repairing, etc, the
recommended action when all fixes are done is to clear the fault(s) into
the vehicle ECM w/ the scan tool/scan computer hooked to it. This is a MUST
and only valid if you have done so with a scan tool.
- the 2nd option is to run the engine(s) through the OEM routine to clear
the fault(s).In fact, in order to “manually” clear such fault, the ECM
manufacturer has included a routine to follow as to, for instance, run the
engine(s) through various rpm bands or based on a number of time the engine
needs to be cranked or number of minutes the engine is at its normal temp.,
etc. Refer to OEM owners manual.
The ECM can then be able to accept that the previous fault codes inflicted
on the system by disconnecting all sensors, was then fix and in a normal
functioning order resulting in a clear faults status.
*Trouble shooting your installation**********
If you have double checked the system connections and they are
connected correctly, which is to say, the post oxygen sensors are no longer
being used for a reading. and you still receive a fault code YOU MUST
check the heater fuses for the oxygen sensors. If the fuse is blown it will
not power the cat Eliminator box.
If the fuses look good, then verify that they are getting 12 volts on the
connector that used to go to the pre oxygen sensors. If all of that checks
out good, you'll need to plug the pre oxygen sensors back into the Mercury
engine harness and verify that there are no trouble codes for the pre
sensors. If the pre sensors are not working without the cat Eliminator kit,
it won't work with it.

